
THIS IS YOUR MOMENT

Academic Program Information
The insurance sector is a target industry for economic growth in northeast 
Indiana, and USF’s Risk Management and Insurance program (RMI) is the 
region’s only four-year degree in this field. Like all USF business degrees, 
the RMI program includes a focus on real-world experience and project-
based learning, as students will connect and work alongside area leaders 
in the RMI industry.

Why RMI at USF? You can: 
 � Learn and be mentored by experts from the insurance field
 � Gain skills that will apply to a variety of interesting careers
 � Work within one of northeast Indiana’s largest industries
 � Network and connect with a wide variety of employers
 � Enter a high-demand field with a high starting salary
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Discover the quality and affordability of a degree  
in Risk Management and Insurance at USF.
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You can excel with a University of Saint Francis  
degree in Risk Management and Insurance. 

BACHELOR  
DEGREE  

PROGRAM

Visit go.sf.edu/usf-rmi for more information.

This is your moment
 � Visit campus. See our facilities for yourself. Sign up for an individual  
visit at admissions.sf.edu/visit.

 � Apply today! Complete a free, online application at admissions.sf.edu.

Quality
 � Paid internship and 
mentorship opportunities  
with top employers

 � Program developed by  
experts in RMI

Value
 � RMI industry is growing and ready  
to hire talent from USF

 � Graduates immediately qualified  
for high-paying positions  
(average $63,000 per year)

Affordability
 � USF has one of lowest tuition rates 
among Indiana private institutions

 � Academic scholarships up to $12,000 
(based on GPA and test scores) 
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We are here to help you succeed
Industry leaders collaborated with USF to create an effective curriculum,  
and they also teach classes, grant internships and mentor our students.  
USF has created partnerships in the RMI industry to give our students 
real-world knowledge and a bridge to their professional future. Our partners 
include companies like Lincoln, Ash Brokerage and Medical Protective.

Upon graduation, our students are:
 � Connected to many of northeast Indiana’s largest employers
 � Ready to fill one of the thousands of high-paying RMI positions
 � Experienced in working with a team on high-profile projects
 � Part of the vibrant professional landscape of Fort Wayne and  
northeast Indiana


